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CONDUCTS ALL CONCERTS FROM MEMORY
Lieutenant Commander Ned Muffley assumed command of The United States Navy Panel on
June 29, 1973. A young and energetic conductor, he brought the^ experience of over 20 years'
service in Navy music.
Well schooled in instrumental music, teaching and band administration, his true forte is con
ducting. He conducts all performances without musical score: "E ye contact and/facial expres
sion are major forces in musical communications; it is not enough to wave a baton—a conductor
must maintain constant dialogue with his musicians for perfection in performance."
Lt. Cmdr. Muffley first conducted at the age of seven. In his home (Allentown, Pennsylvania)
there was a floor model radio, and young Muffley would stand in front of this "orchestra" and
direct the music. He first conducted live musicians when, as President and Student Director of
the Allentown Central* High School Band, he directed the William Tell Overture in concert.
While a student at Allentown Central High School, he was President, Student Director and Trum,t soloist of the concert and dance bands. During this time he was also a member of the famed

Allentown Band led by his friend and mentor, Albertus Meyers.
Sea duty called in 1957, and Lt. Cmdr. Muffley was assigned as Bandmaster of the Seventh
Fleet Band in the Far East. The 17 piece band traveled extensively throughout the Philippines,
Vietnam, Thailand, Hong Kong and Japan. In 1958 he was again ordered to the School of Music
to become Instructor of the Advanced Course; he was selected for this position primarily for his
excellence in, and ability to teach, the art of conducting.
On March 1, 1965, he was commisioned ensign, and became Leader, Boston Naval Base Band
prior to his assignment as Assistant Leader, U.S. Navy Band in Washington. In the summer of
1970, Lt. Cmdr. Muffley reported to the Bureau of Naval Personnel where he was Assistant Head,
Music Branch and, in 1971, Head of the Navy's musicians.
In 1972 he was designated Leader
of the U.S. Naval Academy Band and advanced to his present rank of Lieutenant Commander.
Lt. Cmdr. Muffley was singularly honored by a personal invitation from Arthur Fiedler to
guest-conduct the Boston Pops. On June 12, 1973, he became the first Navy Band Leader ever
to conduct a major symphony orchestra. Without music, of course!

NAVY BAND at one
by Jeff Grosvenor
The evening of Friday, April
18th, will mark a highlight in
Olivet’s cultural year, as the United
States^Navy Band, acclaimed by
critics'* to be the world’s finest
concert band, performs atChalfant
Hall. Appearing in an 8:00 p.m.
concert, the Navy Band will pre
sent a program containing some
of the world’s most difficult and
•beautiful music for concert band.
Performing under the baton of
Lieutenant Commander Ned Muf
fley, the band boasts a musical
warehouse of 25,000 selections,
which include traditional and mo
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dern band music, orchestral trans
cripts, instrumental
and vocal
solos, marches and popular tunes
of today. Lt. Commander Muffley
is also somewhat unique in that
he conducts selections from mem
ory.
Military bands have always been
noted for their ability to do jus
tice to all the magnificent music
written for band. The Navy Band
considers itself to be the most
proficient in this area. The band’s
staff of writers keeps the group
supplied with new arrangements,
and often will turn out an original
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work that prompts ovation from
even the members of the band.
As with all military bands, all
members are carefully auditioned
prior to their selection into the
band. They are picked not only
on the basis of their musicianship,
but on the basis of character, intel
ligence and education; also, many
of the Band’s members are grad
uates of the nation’s great conser
vatories of music, and have found
in the Navy, a place to keep their
proficiency in music honed to a
sharp edge. Others attend the
Navy’s own school of music, in
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Little Creek, Virginia, which many “official” band. The Navy’s first
consider to rank with the finest recognized musician signed aboard
conservatories in (he land.
the U.S.S. Branywine. Not'much
The band which you will hear is known about this early period,
Friday, consists of not less than except for the fact that several
fifty musicians. Each man is a other ships soon began to include
solo-ability performer, with pro iSmall groups of four or five musi
ficiency on one or more instru cians among their crews, for such
ments. The Band is composed of special occasions as the ship might
many such persons, and several
encounter. Soon, there was a band
are featured during the concert in maintained by the Navy Ship
solo performances* both instru Yards in Washington, D.C. Im
mental and vocal.
mediately after World War One,
The Navy Band became the of however, the band was established
ficial band for the United States as a .valuable aid to the military
Navy on March 4, 1925, the day establishment.
Calvin Coolidge was inaugurated
The Navy Band today .is, indeed,
to be President of the United a far cry from the fiddlers and
States. Since 1925, the Band has hornblowers who could manage a
thrilled audiences in every part of “jig” in the days o f sailing ships.
the world, while on its yearly
The United States Navy Band
tours, which are authorized by the will indeed be a welcome addition
President and Congress. These to Olivet’s list of performances
highly acclaimed tours make it throughout the year. Not often
possible for audiences outside the does one get the opportunity to
Washington, D.C. area to hear the hear such an organization, except
sound of “The World’s Finest.” during official functions in the
Not all of the Band’s history Nation’s capital.
has been so rosey as the present,
The admission price for Friday
however. Before 1925, it did not night’s performance is $1.50 for
enjoy the priviledge of being an students,'arid $3.00 for adults.
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Gun Control:
by John Martin
Few people realize the import
ance of this issue. I believe before
any judgement can be made a
couple of facts should be known.
Fact No. 1 —a movement exists
in this country and grows stronger
every day, aimed at the total
disarming of the American public.
One group stands against these
people and that is the National
Rifle Assn.
Fact No. 2 — if such disarming
were to take place, we as a total
people would be completely vul
nerable to any form of crime,
whether on an individual basis or
on the larger scale of crimes against
our freedom.
1 am appalled at the naiveness of
some people regarding gun control.
Given the premise; NO GUNS —
NO CRIME, they build an elabor
ate defense against the ordinary
citizen to deprive Utm of his con
stitutional right to keep and bear
arms.
If the premise were an achiev
able ideal, I would be somewhat
less appalled, however, it is physi
cally impossible. There are enough
gun control laws on the statute
books at this present time to
control crime,
but the police
cannot even uphold these laws.
I am sure that every small-time
crook or big-time hit man is going
to rush down to the local pre
cinct and turn his gun over to the
police!
It seems more logical that the
only accomplishment of such laws
would be to make criminals out of
law-abiding citizens or leave them
defenseless in. the face of crime.
I would like to inject some inter
esting points which I recently
gleaned from Guns and Ammo
and The National Rifleman. It
seems that the individual’s right to
“keep and bear arms” has never
existed in any governmental organ
ization except a democracy. It is
a main point of communism to
gain complete control of a coun
try’s firearms prior to a takeover.
A check of history is all that is
needed to affirm this.
Another interesting point. There
are laws to deal with men who
have already Committed crimes.
The atm 6f a gun control law is to
do something with people before
they commit a crime. That means
that they are leveled at the 99 per
centyplus who have never com
m itted a crime and do not have
any intentions in doing so, yet we
are told that these laws are necess
ary to control that fraction of a
per cent of the population, that do
commit crimes. It seems that this
is close to tyranny, does it not?

c
Fact or Fiction?

Gur\, control is built on the reasonable limits are adhered to.
premise that man is suspect simply You can become more familiar
if he owns a gun, but because he with the issues by reading either
hasmisuedit or even intends to do Guns and Ammo or The National
so. Should knives be registered or Rifleman and I would strongly
confiscated simply because they suggest you do so. At stake here
are knives and could be misued. is not just an issue you can ignore,
Why is it that when you listen to but a guaranteed constitutional
the news, the media seems to right and indeed our very freedom.
capitalize on, A shot B, or C was You will face it sooner or later,
murdered with ahandgun. Why do the decision is yours as to how
they never give the other side of you. do. Any comments can be
the coin, such as A was assaulted, sent to Box 898 and would be
but escaped with his life because appreciated.
he had a handgun, or D.’s house
was broken into, but because he
had a handgun he was able to
save his property, or his life, or his
family. Mediacan present a pretty
tainted picture of any particular
issue and it is not until recently
¿hat I have seen a few broadcasts Dear Editor:
An estimated 400 million men,
which presented both sides of the
women and children face starva
picture fairly.
I want to deal with one more tion in Asia, Africa and Latin
point.
It seems that in many America. World-wide crop failures
circles and in many w ays, the and inflation have been severe and
hunter is presented as a vexatious, for teaming multitudes in 33
violent, vendictive villian who countries the search for “ some
delights in the destruction of the thing to eat” is a search for life
defenseless denizen of this coun itself.
I appeal to your readers to
try. In other words, the hunter is
the type who gets his kicks out o f save the lives of .some of these
people by a simple, meaningful
shooting small, defenseless animal9
act: Skip one meal a week, or
' Nothing is farther from the
truth. Hunting is a sport. Like serve smaller portions or less ex
pensive foods, and send the money
most participants in sports, the
hunter wants his sport preserved.
If anything, he is responsible for
the saving of our wildlife, not the .
destruction. Because of hunters
as conservationists the deer herd
in the United States is now larger
than it was in 1750. This is hard by Bill Deboard
to believe, but is true. Many other
For any act to be considered
forms of wildlife owe their very,
lives to the efforts of hunter-. . moral or immoral it must first be
oriented conservation programs the result of a free choice.
It is believed that God made
for wildlife, game preserves, con
man
a free moral agent, able to
trolled hunting and the upholding
of existing hunting laws. It is distinguish between good and bad,
these conservationist dollars from and capable o f making free (nonlicensing fees and donations which determined) moral choices. If we
were to believe that man was
sponsor all of these programs.
For as far back as history goes, determined by God to behave in
the hunter exists. It was he who certain pre-established ways, mpldfirst cleared the paths of civiliza ed into a determined pre-arranged
tion and now in a country where universe of which he would be a
civilization is so established, let’s mere puppet controlled by the
hope that the establishment will whims of an all powerful God,
allow the existence of the hunter. then man would lose all responsi
Gun control does exist and it is bility for his acts and the blunt of
u j^ J ^ ^ J ^ g jw a tio r^ o ^ e ^

letters
saved to
CARE’s emergency
“EMPTY PLATE” campaign.
‘‘Empty plates” here will fill the
empty plates of many starving
families overseas. Such contribu
tions will enable our experienced
staffs to feed many more than
they are already feeding in some of
the hardest hit areas. We will also
be able to send more seeds, tools
and fertilizer so hungry people can
grow the food they desperately
need.
I hope many of your readers
will be moved to make this crucial
weekly act of self-denial and com-

passion Donations may be mailed
to
CARE WORLD HUNGER
FUND, 220 South State Street,
Chicago, 111. 60604.
I hope, too, that civic clubs,
churches and other organizations
will distribute “ I CARE EMPTY
PLATE’’ pledge-and-contribution
envelopes in your area.
Thousands overseas are dying
of starvation every day. Time is of
the essence.
Sincerely,
Frank Gbffio
Executive Director
CARE

Student Analysis
Religious
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Anyone interested in running
for President of MRA should
contact Mark StoutM ‘78, the
current MRA president. An elec
tion for the post will be held
within two weeks. Mark Stout ‘Christian fellowship is the fellowship of people who have the courage
. would appreciate knowing the to live together as persons rather than to relate themselves to each
1names of all those wishing to run other thrOiigh’thfefr'ideas-aTrd-pYeconceptions’N-- Reuel Howe
.................................
'•
........... .... 73933.
■as*soorr as possible.

Any act that is not the result of
all that is wrong with the universe
would
rest squarely
on the a free choice is an amoral act that
should be neither praised as moral
shoulders of God.
But man is not determined, at nor condemned as immoral.
If you leave chapel with a smug
least not in his relationship to
pious feeling for having attended a
God.
Being determined by an all worship service on a Monday
powerful diety is.not the only way morning, ask yourself why you
Attending Chapel
we can lose our right to free were there.
choice. We can align ourselves to because it’s required to stay in
organizations as subservants where school is not an act to be proud
we do exactly as we’re told with of. Going to Chapel because of
out thought or question. We force or coersion is not a moral
prostitute our freedom and escape act; it is an amoral act.
It’s time we examined our
our responsibilities to ourselves by
never having to choose pure act motives behind our “Christian
actions.”
without choice or responsibility.
If your love of the church is
The German officers who
destroyed millions of Jews tried to based on a social need, or a
escape punishment by claiming desire to be accepted, or a desire
or as an outward
that they “were just following for power,
orders.” But they fell prey to the expression of an inward pious
existential paradox, that being attitude, or if you use the church
they choose not to choose. They as a psychological crutch, then
determined their destinies, and as your act of church-going is an
such they Were responsible for amoral act, and any pride felt
during or after the completion of
their actions.
Turning your life’s acts over to a the act is unjustified.
If you’re a “Christian Afraid”
church is another form of deny
knowing that Hell is waiting for
ing one’s freedom.
Going to church because of its those who don’t behave in a
social pressures or because you’re certain prescribed way and acting
afraid of going to Hell would not your whole life in an attempt to
be considered a moral act. It is escape the fiety Jaws of Hell then
not a free choice because, first, it all your “Christian acts” are the
was out of a desire for companion- results ° f fear & coersion and not
ship, and second, the act of going a ^ree choice. Your whole life
to church was performed out of may he spent committing amoral
fear
Christian acts,
neither worthy
of the approval nor disapproval of
In neither case was the decision q 0(j
to go to church a free choice, and
h ow many 0f us will stand at
because the action was not o f a the throne 0f God at the judgefree choice it cannot be considered ment day and find that the Good
an “amoral” act.
book, which contains all our moral
acts, is empty?
v
,v * m m I
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The Lincoln Park Zoo in Chicago
is among the finest Zoological
facilities.' Ranking first in popu
larity, more people visit the Lin
coln Park Zoo than any other zoo
in the world.
The Lincoln Park Zoological
Society, together with the Chicago
Park District, is engaged in an ex
pansion program to modernize
the zoo. D ram atic building ancl
landscapingprojects are in progress
to make the“zob an even more
vital educational and recreational
resource.

Animal lovers are being invited
to have a part in the future of the
zoo by joining the Lincoln Park
Zoological Society. The $ 15 mem
bership fee. they will pay will
help provide a new habitat for the
great apes, a new hoofed animal
building, a new house for large
mammals, new display areas for
penquins, waterfowl and predatory
birds, and a new hospital and
commissary.
This membership entitles the
whole family to enjoy such yearround programs as the zoo’s guid-

Drama Could

A concert featuring the Helms
men Quartet will take place at
Eollege Church, Wednesday, April
16 at 7:00p.m .
The Helmsmen, currently based'

ed tours, wildlife films, guest
lectures, and special parties for
children in an animal setting. In
addition, members will receive the
zoo’s quarterly publication, The
Ark, and will also be given a 10
per cent discount at the Zoo Book
Store.
The Society is seeking the inter
est and support of Chicago area
people. Write: The Lincoln Park
Zoological Society, 2045 North
.Lincoln Park West, Chicago, Illi
nois ¿0614. “If you love animals,
you’re our kind of people.

Be
A Christian

An unused freedom soon be by the actor expresses both his
comes no freedom at all. Chained Jove for God and his concern for
to our fear of change and aided by other people.
the helpful “It’s never been done
The ability to project one’s
that way before,” we suppress feelings from the stage is a talent—
creativity until it must be ex a God-given talent—which must be
pressed or it must die. To deny used. God holds us responsible for
one his creativity of expression is the development and use of the
to deny him his existence. But talents
which He blesses us.
the basic freedoms are'recognized There’s only one problem: the use
here — freedom of worship, free of the talent commonly called “a
dom o f speech . . . really?
flair for dramatics” is discouraged
We represent a group o f people in the church.
whose method of worship an<Tof
When a figt for singing or play
expression has long been neglected ing an instrument is discovered,
on this campus, or at best given when we find a talent for teaching
only a sneering sideways glance. or preaching, the possessor is im
This vital instrument is Drama. mediately admonished to “use it
We don’t mean the annual church for God.” A gift for creating a
Christmas play or the Easter pa character on stage,- however, is
geant. We believe in Christian regarded with shocked disdain.
drama as a serious ministry where
We forget that drama as we know

full-time groups.
The present
rgroup has been singing together
'for almost a year on weekends,
'singing in churches, and has a
distinctive aim. Their goal is to

in Portage, Indiana, have .been work full time in the ministry of
gospel music.
singing for almost five years. The
The musical group will also be
original group had to disband singing in Chapel die following
when several of the members took Thursday in Chalfant Hall for the
opportunities to work with other Freshmen and Sophomores.

Ministry

it began in the church during the
Middle Ages. Naturally, the Devil
saw a good thing and perverted it
to his own use. Well, we’ve
abandoned the th'eatre to the Devil
too long. Isn’t it time we brought
it back to its proper place?
There can be no better place to
train young people in Christian
college than Olivet? As one of the
top ten Christian colleges in the
nation, Olivet should be a leader
now in preparing its students for
important areas of ministry in the
future.
Olivet trains ministers,
ministers of music, Christian edu
cators; why not train leaders in
Christian drama?
Christian drama does not mean
simple entertainment.
It is a
potential ministry through which
people can be won to Christ

^

Drama can reach people who could lack of training force us to lose
possibly be reached in no other positions in which we could influ
way. The emotional nature of ence others, especially young peo- •
drama, with its purpose being to pie, for Christ. Don’t force us to
project the actor’s feelings and seek a better education in drama at
evoke those same emotions in the a lesser school. Offer us a major,
audience makes drama conducive a degree in drama. Encourage us
to reaching the “hardened heart” by providing us with equipment
of the spectator who is able to worthy of our art and the God
“turn off” sermons and songs. A who gave us a talent for our art.
storehouse o f dramatic talent is Give us die freedom to worship
being left unrecognized, therefore, God by using the gift of dramatics
wasted. If the church, and Olivet, to glorify Him and touch people
won’t use it, either the talent will for Him.
be lost or it will seek other stages
These are the names of a few of
on which to play.
the people who believe in the min
Let us develop our talents here istry of Christian drama. Some are
in a Christian atmosphere, so that actively involved, others are apprewe will be prepared to meet the ciators of the art, but all agree on
competition and take our places the vital program at Olivet to
as leaders in this field. Don’t let a train ministers of Christian drama.
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Treasurer

BUSTER OLIVER
Candidate By nomination
Junior
Major: Accounting
GPA: 2.6

QUALIFICATIONS:

tiSÄSS
"¿3

HIGH SC H O O L
Member of Student Council four years
Student Body President, Senior year
Band President, Senior year
Junior Class Vice President
Participant in Varsity Athletics
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-Candidate for ASG Vice-Presi
dent of Social Affairs, Steve Powell
is a sophomore Religion Major
with a 2.2 GPA. He has a local
Minister’s license and has been a
VBS assistant teacher for two
years.
In high school Steve was Fresh
man Class President, on student
council and pep club, an athletic
trainer and President of Stagecrafter’s Club. He later served in
U.S. Army at which time he was,
aChaplain Asst., “soldier of class,®
» ‘Soldier of Month,” and active in
local church organization, teaching
and counseling.
Steve was Vice-President of the
Freshman Class (1970) in college
and chairman of a Homecoming
float and athletic trainer for bas
ketball and track in the same year.
In his sophomore year at ONC
Steve organized a skating party
and directed the clowns for Home
coming. He will be a member of a
Student MissionTeam in the Inner
City program this summer. Steve
is excited about working on Social;
Affairs. He says that, “ Social life
is a very important part of student
growth through sharing and doing.
To have a social environment that
■ reaches out” student involve
ment. A good m otto is “YOU
GOTTA WANNA” Do you want
to pull our campus together, if so
then be a part of it and put a little
into it.
“YOU’VE GOTTA
WANNA!”. Steve’s proposals for social life
at Olivet include: Freshmen Initia
tion; Back to School party; week
end activity each week; class Spon
sored all-school parties; all school
talent contest; Valentine’s Party
returned; more outings such as
hayrides, skating parties, canoe
trips; better backing of sports
events; home and away ; class com
petition in gym-nights; possibility
of more singing groups & celebri
ties brought in; All Night Sing,
including, groups from ' campus,
Penny Archade; and Spring Activ
ities Week.

ASG

Teasurer
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Candidates for
ASG President

ASG
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GLIMMERGLASS

Student Council Representative, Fr. Yr.
Member of several ASG standing com*
m ittees
Member of Faculty-Student Chapel
Committee, Junior yr.
Co-Chairman and Master of Ceremon
ies of Christmas Party, Soph. yr. (pre
sented musical "Scrooge")
Member of Spiritual Life team, Basic,
Soph. Yr.
x Participant in Intramural Sports
Chosen to represent Olivet in Illinois
Senate Judiciary Committee, Soph Yr.
Chosen to be Olivet's nomination for
the Student representative to the Illinois
Board of Higher Education, Soph. Yr.

FRED FULLERTON
1. Religion Major
2. 2.95 GPA
3. Planning on going into the
pastoral ministry.
Q U A L IF IC A T IO N S:

HIGH SC H O O L —1900 students
1. Sophomore Class Vice-President
2. Student Council Member
3. Junior Class President
4. Senior Class President—to 356 stu
dents
5. Co-Chairman of the United Fund
at school
6. Key Club President
7. Squadron Commander of the Air
Force Junior R O T C Unit
8. Received a Congressional Nomina
tion to the United States Air Force
Academy
9. Boys State Delegate
AW ARDS
1. Rotary Club Award for Community
2. American Legion Award for Leader
ship
3. National Sojourners Award for ser
vices rendered to the R O TC

"I have an up to date working
knowledge of the procedures used in
student government on this campus. I
have had experience in working with
students, faculty, administration, and
community leaders as my high school
record indicates.
I feel that I can
draw from this experience some prac
tical ..knowledge that will help me in
being an effective and responsible stu
dent leader."

LLEG E
PLATFORM:
The platform I am about to set forth creates C1.OCurrently
the Sophomore Class Pres
or improves situations where students can “Plug In.” Find where you ident
2. Member of the A SG Student Coun
fit and then get involved! Plug In! !
cil
“PLUG IN . . . ”
PLATFORM:
I. Plug in Spiritually
A. Reorganize Class Chapel
I want to first state this, I make no promises.. I feel that long, elabor
1. Thursday chapel in Chalfant with class chaplains in charge
ate platforms confine the leader to his promises and doesn’t allow
2. Chaplains rotate responsibility for programs
enough freedom for meeting immediate needs that arise during a school
3. Programs presented by students
year. I offer goals that are attainable through student support and
a. musical groups
dedicated leadership. My goals'are as follows:
b. skits and plays
c. student speakers or guest speakersbroughtin by students
■ Promote the raising of funds for the construction of a prayer chapel
B. Sunday School Emphasis
on campus. A small prayer chapel located on campus could be a
1. Purpose
tremendous asset to this college and it is a project that the entire
a. to stimulate spiritual interest year-round and not just during
student body could support and see the results of their support.
revivals
2. Improve the social atmosphere on campus. This is not a one man
b. to involve students in local church activities
job. The Vice-President in charge of Social Affairs needs the support
2. Touchdown ‘75
o f the Student Council and student body at large. The following
a. sister college or dorm competition
could help in the social life area:
C. Make MIA offering more relevant
A. Have more all-school activities
D. Push to reorganize Love Feasts and Sharing Sessions
1. Fall and Spring Ollie Follies
E. Work to organize dorm prayer cells
2. Student-Faculty bike hike to State Park for-a picnic and an
II. Plug in Socially
afternoon of activities.
A. Bus trans portation to away games
3. All-school beautification and clean up day.
B. Different Ollie Follies format
B. Have more activities planned during the regular school week.
1. Regular follies (field competition)
1. Special outdoor chapels during the evening
2. Winter follies (snow competition)
2. More co-ed activities utilizing the gym, tennis courts, and new
3. Gym follies (indoor competition)
outdoor track.
C. Social exchange with our sister colleges
3. Offer an Open-Door Policy for my office and encourage the same
policy for the other officers. My class schedule will be such th a t I
1. exchange of musical groups
2. promote 1st annual, All-Nazarene, Flag Football Tourney
will be able to spend a regular amount of time in my office each day
D. Utilize resources of Chicago
so that I can fully implement this goal. Communication is the key to
1. Christmas shopping spree
effective leadership and through my Open-Door Policy I want ideas,
2. Field trips to Museums and places of interest
criticisms,; complaints, and compliments to come through my door.
3. Post activities of happenings in Chicago and KKK
Student input, is the need of any student government. ^
A Also, from time to time, rap sessions in the'donnsm ay beheld
E. Bulletin Board outside ASG office publicizing upcoming events
or Marquie outside Ludwig
in order to get more mass student opinion on relative situations
and plans.
III. Plug Into Associated Students
B. Publicize the work of the student council and student leaders in
A. Student Personnel Directory
order to keep the student body aware of the work that is going on
1. Directory of:
• N.
a. all campus jobs available
. behind the scenes, whether it is successful or not. This publication
b. all campus assistantships, where to go to get them, how to
could be in the form of a bi-monthly info sheet that could tell what
apply and what qualifications are needed
is going on, who is doing it, and whether any progress is being
made or not.
c. suggested off-campus jobs
I ask for your s u p p o rt If I am elected Student Body President, I will
B. ASG Newsletter (monthly)
try, with God’s help to do my best. My ideas of a leader is that of a ser-,
1. To inform students of council activities
2. to inform students of upcoming issues that they might wish vant, dedicated to his work and willing to go that second mile for a
to respond to
worthwhile cause. My m otto is Leadership plus Servicelequals Success.
Step ahead with Fred. ____________________________________
3. To invite students to open meetings and upcoming events
C. Upperclasswomen allowed more leniency in obtaining late passes
lieves they should be planned a mittee.” He would also like to
1. Need not account for every moment past 12 o’clock
year in advance. ,
initiate one concert each semester,
2. RA’s can approvepassesof girls with good records
“ I wish to delegate the Hallo sponsored and financed by the
D. Increase Campus Security
ween Party completely to the ASG.
1. Have two night watchmen on duty at all times
Stan blames scheduling conflicts,
Junior class of ‘77, with ASG
2. Equip watchmen with adequate radio communications to
financial support and a budget late clearances and misunderstand
Stan Zurcher is majoring in committee as- well as the 1975 from which to work, not given in ings for activity planning failures
He suggests an
Business Administration special Jr/Sr Banquet.. He has also served the past. This year the Valentine’s in the past.
izing in management, has a 2.9 on the STUCO Athletic Support Formal will be replaced by a orientation workshop for social
GPA and is running for Vice- Committee his sophomore year. Spring Banquet. I wish to rein committee members to brief them
President of Social Affairs.
Other activities which Stan state it to the traditional month of on planning, schedules, budgets,
and responsibilities.
Active in high school student chaired include the agenda Com February,” affirms Stan.
For the students, greater interest
I
also
wish
to
reinstate
the
council, year book and social func mittee o f “ Sunshine ‘76” (Florida
tion planning for band, Stan was Class Trip) and the 1975 Hallo talent show and talent exchange input will be encouraged, and a
also a member of the National ween Party. He has served on the programs with Trevecca and col monthly activities flyer will be
Honor Society
of secondaiy student council Cultural Commit leges from thpiarea,” he continues. provided for their convenience.
“Ski trips, tobogganing parties, There will be no attempt to “beat
schools and a member of Who’s tee as well.
Who in American High Schools.
Stan has had direct responsibil and other excursions organized the system,” by Stan’s standards,
In collège Stan has served on the ity in featuring Andrae Crouch, during the winter for outdoor and last minute activities which
All School Social Committee, class The A chers (1974), Found Free, buffs who would otherwise leave conflict with administrative policy
of ‘76 Class & Executive Councils,i George King and the Fellowship, on the weekends are further ideas. will be discouraged as he firmly
Student Council Communications, and Randy Matthews in concert at Each class social committee will asserts. “I feel we can have a good
Cl ass Constitution and Class Social Olivet.
be responsible for two all-school year ahead, if we keep our sights
Committees. He has served in
The traditional functions (Ollie parties during the year, with dates' clear and work for the goal of
most of these capacities for two Follie.s, etc.) are considered worth confirmed by them upon their good Christian fun and entertain
years and chaired his class social maintaining, to Stan, but he be- appointment to the social com ment.”
v .v
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Candidates for
ASG President
JOHN WESLEY SPRUNGER
Sophomore J fto Graduate fall
o f ‘76
Major: Pre-Law Criminal Justice/
Social Science
GPA:

RICH SCHENCK
Junior
Major: History and Sociology
GPA: 2331

QUALIFICATIONS:
CH U RCH
N YPS President
Church Secretary
District .IMP A C T Team President
District Minister's License (3rd year)

CO LLEG E
Class of '76 Council (3 years)
Sophomore Class vice-president
Junior Class representative to the Stu
dent Council
Served 2 years on a Student-Faculty
Debate Team Collegiate Quartet
Committee
This year I served as Chairman of the
Student Faculty Traffic and Security
Committee
Director of Scope (Jr.)
Special Events Committee (Fr.)
Spiritual Life Executive Committee (Jr.)
Campus Ministries Committee (Soph.)
Campus Communications Committee
(Jr.)
Orpheus Choir (Fr. and (Soph.)
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Candidates
for
Treasurer

M IL IT A R Y - U.S. AR M Y
1. Squad Leader — Basic Training
2. Outstanding Music Entertainer

PLATFORM:
ATTITUDES
Students need to become more involved in relating their opinions and
views in relation to academic policy. Student government should organ
ize rap sessions where the Dean of the College and Chairmen o f major
academic divisions can discuss academic policy with students.
SPIRITUAL LIFE
ASG must strive for an increased involvement in the total program of ,
Spiritual Life. I will assist the V.P. of Spiritual Life in making the total
program more enriching and well balanced.
Student government should take a more prayerful attitude towards
its serious responsibilities.
STUDENT LIFE
The; ASG President must work with the V.P. of Social Affairs in
providing both small and large informal and formal parties. We also
need to get more big-name entertainment on campus. There should
never be a week-end when there is no activity for you.
The Associated Students and Student Government in conjunction
with the faculty and administration should sponsor a Bicentennial
Celebration in the .Spring of 1976 in remembrance of the 200th
anniversary of our country. This celebration could be a week long
festivity with political, social and religious personalities as our guests.
Through this event we could receive local, state, and national recogni
tion and it would also serve as a positive force in a negative and apa
thetic time.
Through the outreach of Student Life - Student government must
increase student awareness by helping to foster a positive Christian
response to national and world events.
GOVERNING, ORGANIZATION, and COMMUNICATION
' Students need to continue to serve on student committees as well as
student-faculty committees. But students must take these committee
responsibilities more seriously because they are the seed bed for action
in student government.
The policies of the gym need restructuring. Gym hours need to be
extended and better balanced so students can have more access to the
gym than in the past.
There must continue to be a working communication between the
^ASG and the College Administration. GLIMMERGLASS must continue
'to be the voice of student gripes and concerns about campus issues, re
ligious, philosophical, and political issues, as well as national and world
affairs. Radio Station WKOC needs to serve more as a real and true
communication of students through its music, news and emphasis.
MY PHILOSOPHY
I believe that my platform touches the needs of you as a student I
believe it effectively deals with some of the fundamental problems that
need to be dealt with. If elected, I will need help from two sources in
order to achieve my goals. First, I will need the guidance and direction
of the Holy Spirit. Secondly, I will need your help.

»

GLIMMERGLASS

CO LLEG E
Freshman year at Olivet
1. Olivetians — music group
2. Orpheus Chior
Univ. of Maryland (European Campus)
1. President of Criminal Justice De
partment Committee
2. Activities Council — Sociology
Department
Univ. of Illinois (Circle Campus—Chicago)
1. Chairman — “Students for a Law
School at Circle“ Committee
2. Criminal Justice Department
Cou nc il
3. Dean's List — Honor Roll.

HIGH SC H O O L
Student Council
Delegate to Indiana Hoosier Boys State
Concert Choir and Swing Choir

Scott Schmalfoldt is seeking
your vote for ASG Treasurer. He
is a junior majoring in Accounting
with a supporting minor in Bus
iness Administration.
He is a
member of the Alpha Delta Tau
Honor Society and has a GPA of
3.256.
This year Scott served on the
Traffic and Security and Finance
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Committees. Scott’s job exper
ience working for James M. Grasse
& Associates, accountants, has
enabled him to perform audits of
clients’ books and the monthly
record keeping of some businesses
in Kankakee (which includes bal
ancing bank statements and pre
paring financial statements month
ly). Scott will only be taking 11
hours each semester next year
enabling him to devote the time
necessary for this office. He says
that he has been on campus year
round for the last three years, also,
and will be here this, summer also
for easy communications.
“ As Chairman of the Finance
Committee this year under John
Alexander’s direction a student
discount club has been discussed.
As Chairman I plan to further this
idea into a reality,” explains Scott.
The club will allow all students of
Olivet to use their student I.D.

Awardee of Battalion
Clerical School
Personnel and Personnel Management
School — Honor Graduate
5. Legal Investigative Agent School
(Army FB I)
6 . Senior Legal Investigator of Mann
heim Law Center
music group
7. Layer's Asst, to Chief Prosecutor
3. Music Director — “ Fam ily" Youth
TASCOM Europe
With a Mission, Europe
MUSIC
4. International Congress of World
1. Member of Professional Musicians
Evangelism — Laussanne Switzer
Union
land 1974
2. Youth Ministry via “ Earthen Vessel"

Mel Felts is a Junior Elementary
Education major, with a math
specialty, running for the office
of treasurer. He hopes to attend
PLATFORM:
seminary for a Master’s in Reli
My platform is based on this unity, a threefold foundation with the gious Education and Missions after
STUDENTS at the head of each area. I care’about the heartbeat of our college. His GPA is 2.429.
Mel is a graduate of the Detroit
campus.
Business Institute (1972) where
he graduated with a 2.6 grade
I. STUDENT —Facuty Unity
point on a 3 point scale. He has
A. All School (Student-Faculty) Picnic at State Park «upon1arrival
served as Treasurer of the Viking
next fall.
Chorus at Olivet for two years.
Three Objectives
“ I feel that I am qualified to
1. Orientation of Freshmen and Transfer Students
handle the responsibilities included
2. Re-establish Interstudent relationships from summer break
3. Get Acquaintedwith Administration I Faculty and Dr. Parrott in- this position,” states Mel. “My
main goal is to perform the job to
B. Student-Faculty Coffee Visitation Hour
the best of my ability and be
1. Continuation of Student-Faculty relations .
available to ’those who might need
2. 9:30 Tues. Morning - open to entire student body
contact with me in that position,
II. STUDENT - Social Activity
whenever needed.”
A. More Professional Groups
Gospel Crusaders, baseball and
1. Music Groups
music
ministry have also been
2. Speakers—Chapel Programs
among Mel’s Olivet activities.
3. Evangelical Leaders on Campus
B. PlayB Theatrical Department
1. Use Students’ Talents
2. Writing, Acting, Make-up
C. Planetarium Usage
1. More frequent Programs
2. Open to Students
D. Films
1. Continue thanks to WRA and MRA films
E. Chapel for Couples to Worship
1. College Chaplain —Elder for Spiritual Guidance
III. STUDENT —Government Voice
A. Individual Students will publically commend for programs
1. STU CO Belongs to the Students - Students will be free to
speak at meetings
B. Re-Assessment of Present Constitution
1. Delete relativity already present
2. Tighten loop-holes presently contained
MOTTO: MY business is YOU, together OUT business is UNITY.
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Kankakee and receive a discount bring them to ASG for immediate
on their purchases. All students action. If certain merchants seem
of Olivet will automatically belong to be repetitive offenders, a black
and no charge of any kind will be list will be considered. This plan
will also be an informative device
given to them.
Scott also would like to see the to students who are unfamiliar
newly formed Consumer Protec With Kankakee and seek help in
tion TTan utilizea to its fullest. deciding where to buy items such
This Protection Plan allows stu as stereos, etc.
Scott feels that he has the experdents who have complaints to

Chuck Kelley, a junior candi
date for the office of treasurer,
is a business major who is spe
cializing in the field of marketing.
He currently holds a 2.8 grade
point average, has completed 9
hours of accounting3and will have
completed 12 hours of accounting
upon graduation.
While in high school he was
treasurer o f his Fellowship of
Christian
Athlete’s Club and
e h u rch teen group. He stated that
the office of treasurer is not an
office where the candidate does
not have a clear-cut platform.
On the contrary, its responsibili
ties include keeping the books and
balancing the budget. Chuck con
cluded his remarks by saying, “ It
makes ‘cents’ to vote for me.”
ience and desire to do a good job
for the student body as Treasurer.
“ You’re Safe With Scott! Give
him the chance to work for you,”
is his motto.

|H ■H I
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Candidates
G if

for

m m e r gl a s s E
of the “Supplements” which have
appeared in the paper throughout
the year, and will seek to continue
these on a regular basis.

Bruce Brian is a senior at Olivet,
and is vying for the office of Edi
tor o f die Glimmerglass. He is a
speech major, with a minor in the
English department, and is current
ly serving on the Glimmerglass
Staff as a sports and feature story
writer. Brian has also had exper
ience as business manager for sev
eral of the Drama Department’s
major productions.
Among Brian’s other positions
of responsibility, are the positions,
of Men’s Residence Association

Student Government Council
Member. He is also a proficient
typist and is familiar with journal
istic publication equipment.
As Editor of the Glimmerglass,
Brian indicates that his first prior
ity is to pursue ALL of the campus
news. He feels that too much of
this campus’ literary talent is un
tapped, and that more writers,
artists, and cartoonists are needed
to protect the paper from being
padded with off canpus “ filler
material.” He is also an advocate

C a n d i d a t e s for

This is Pam Erdman’s second
year at Olivet and when she
finishes here, she hopes to teach
in secondary education. She is
currentiy majoring in both English
and Home Economics, with a GPA
of 3.26.
Pam held various offices and
served on many
committees
throughout her high school years.
Those which she feels help qualify
her to serve as ASG secretary are:
two years on the Student Council,
one year as class secretary; two
years as secretary of the Future.
Teachers Association; one year as
band secretary; and one year as a
student assistant in the school
office.
After graduating in 1972, she
worked for one year as a secretary
and designated social worker
through die Michigan Department
of Public Health.
During her freshman year here
at Olivet, she was on the WRA
Council as Williams Dorm Presi
dent. This year she is secretary of
Treble Clef, and is working, for
her third semester3as secretary to
the Library Director, Mr. Wiens.
She is capable of typing 75 wpm
and can also operate an adding
machine, a dictaphone, ditto and
xerox machines.
Being a PK, she has always had
the opportunity to become in
volved in church activities, and
has served in various churches
across the Michigan District as
NYPS Secretary, and as a member
of the District Council.
k “ I believe that anyone serving as

ASG Secretary should strive to do
the work efficiently, should prove
dependable and should be willing
to put forth a special effort to get
along with her co-workers and
those she' is serving,” states Pam.
If elected, she promises to do her
best and adds that “To do less
would be to fail the ASG Council,
the student body, and herself.”
Debi Nyberg is a Sophomore
Business Education major cam
paigning for the office of Secre
tary. Her future plans are to teach
high school shorthand and typing.
Her present GPA is 3.3.
Debi’s skills include typing at 75
words a minute and taking short
hand at 100 words a minute. She
also operates various office mach
ines including an adding machine,
dictophone,
ditto and mimeo
graph., As a Senior in high school
Debi won a monetary award as
“Most Outstanding Business Stu
dent.” She was President of
Future Business Leaders of Ameri
ca and an active member of the
Stenographers Club. She is pre
sently
enrolled in Shorthand
Transcription
and Accounting
Class and completed Advanced
College level typing last Spring.
Debi has a wide variety of work
ing experience, starting her Junior
year in high school where die
obtained her first job working
after school as a personal secretary
to a music teacher. During her
Junior and Senior
years she
worked as a typist on the high
school, newspaper • and * was* ap-
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itcs for ASG
ico-President of
Social Affairs

Dave Rose is Junior majoring in
geology with a 3.06 GPA running
for Editor o f the Glimmerglass.
His background includes art and
drafting experience with RCA,
broadcasting with an ABC affiliate
in Indianapolis, Indiana, and car
toon design, writing and layout
experience with the Glimmerglass.
He is also capable of using office
machinery (composer typewriter,
strip printer, etc.) Dave proposes
administrative press conferences
and greater, general student com
munity and faculty input into the
paper. He also suggests a possible
column by the college president
“Generally, I intend to make
Mark York is a Junior studying
communication between all fac
tions o f the Olivet community, in the Religion and Philosophy
real and workable through the Department at Olivet, with a 4.0
GPA., He is seeking re-election
paper.
to the office of Vice President of
Spiritual Life.
“This year,” says Mark, “I have
been priviledged to serve you in the
office of Vice President in charge
of Spiritual Life. It has been a
rewarding year watching the pro
gram grow and expand involving
more students than in several
years. New things have been tried
and God’s work has been carried
forward in every area.
Mark says that “No single person
made this possible. The Spiritual
Life groups’ verse this year is
Zech. 4:6, “Not by might (organ
ization) hot by power (manipula
tion) but by MY SPIRIT sayeth
the Lord.” Mark aimed at this
ideal with the organization. He
tried to organize
the seven
Spiritual Lire programs in the best
possible manner and to use the
things at his disposal but says that,
“these have only aided the work.
God has given the increase. At the
pointed head typist of her Senior very first I must acknowledge
Him,” attributing a helpful Execu
yearbook.
Upon coming to Olivet, Debi tive Committee with a mutual
became interested in the student desire for the school and their
newspaper and eventually became programs.«“These are the factors
secretary of the GLIMMERGLASS which make Spiritual Life what it
during her Freshman year. During is. Most importantly though is the
the summer between her Freshman individual student--not the pro
and Sophomore years she was grams, or the policies but the
employed as a clerk/ secretaiy for students and the people them
her hometown newspaper. The selves. YOU ARE SPIRITUAL
first semester o f this year Debi was LIFE!” continues Mark.
Mark’s goals include improved
employed as a part-time secretaiy
organization,
seeking out dedica
in the Personnel and Placement
ted
program
directors
and excited
Office and is presently employed
leaders. He feels that communica
in the Financial Aids Office.
tion may be improved through the
Debbie Bugbee is a Sophomore more frequent publishings of the
majoring in Sociology and Psychol Spiritual Life Lines Newsletter,,
ogy.
She completed her last and a continued “open office”
semester with a 3.9 which averages policy” so that students may
her GPA to a 3.7.
come in his office at any time.
In high school Debbie majored
His second goal involves the
in English, including a two year boosting o f the inreach programs
course in Critical and Effective which have been restructured this
Writing. She has also completed year to be more need centered, to
courses in Journalism, Typing and achieve greater student spiritual
in Business.
awareness. He plans to use the
Debbie was involved her junior Celebration of Love in a greater
and senior years of high school as measure than this year and to
secretary for the Sociology, Journ increase it to at least twice a
alism and Speech departments. semester.
Also, for many o f the athletic
Also assessing that there are
events she assisted the sponsors few places where a student can
as typist and office manager.
meet together with friends and
For the past two years Debbie pray and share, he plans to find a
has served as the pastorial secre place where students may do just
tary and assistant publisher for the that. The ideal is a prayer chapel
Church Newsletter.
(hopefully to be built sometime
Presently, Debbie enjoys a part- in the near future). “Due to the
time job as a typist for many of number of prayer meetings sched
>the students on campus.uled by various organizations we

Secretary

GLIMMERGLASS

EDWARD THOMAS
Candidate for VP o f Spiritual Life
P R E -C O L L E G E
1. Student Council
2. President and Treasurer of N Y F at
local church
CO LLEG E
1. Gospel Crusader Member for 3 yrs.
2. Gospel Crusader Captain
3. Gospel Crusader Director
4. Spiritual Life Executive Committee

Edward Thomas is a junior,
running for the office of VicePresident of Spiritual Affairs. He
is a business major, and feels that
this background in addition to the
above qualifications, make him
suitable for the position.
His goal, upon becoming leader
of the spiritual life organization isr
to “Work TOGETHER in the
S p irit,« b y putting God first in
everything the organization does,
so as to crown spiritual life efforts
with success.
Some of the objectives which
Ed places in priority are: Develop
ing an information center, where
pamphlets and booklets could be
distributed, which would pertain
to the spiritual needs and also
information needs of the student
body.
Also, Ed feels that there needs
to be more interest in the Programs
which are sponsored by the Spirit
ual Life Office. To raise this
interest, he proposes the increased
use of the communications media
on campus to inform the students
as well as developing new programs
in which to involve the student.
Ed is also interested in seeking a
way in which to build a chapel on
campus, where students would be
able to pray and share together
when other locations are not avail
able.
Ed promises to do to the best of
his ability, that which is needed to
accomplish the goals of the Spirit
ual Life Program. He will try to
build' the spiritual morale on cam
pus, as well as train poeple for
Christian Service.
are diffused,” says Mark. “At
least one time should be set for a
unified preservice prayer meeting.
This would
greatly
help to
strengthen faith for the revival.”
Fourthly, he states that Spiritual
Life must become an active part
in the most obivous part of the
spiritual life on campus: chapel.
He believes that many helpful
suggestions have been provided by
students and that these will .be
implemented as far as possible.
He plans to continue his active
role in Student Council also.
His motto is a question.
“God is willing to make next year
the greatest yet in Spiritual Life
and the Executive Committee will
be willing, I am willing - are
YOU?”
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'W on der W esleyan

ve rsu s the M a sked I m m o r ta l

Peacefully, the lines stretched Dean said another cook got it ment Pet cages regularly, over in
on forever from the doors of last night. Do you think it was Weed Hall of Science. He was last
seen in public by a night watch
Goodfig Center Cafeteria. Hun the Masked Immoral?”.
man at Shopper’s Flair, who no
“Could be,” rebounded the
dreds of innocent students conticed a hairy humanoid roaming
itituted the line, voraciously a- dashing Brilliant, “ the tonguewaiting their turn to masticate lashing marks were there, and about among the dog food section
was soon to affect the hearts of besides that, the body was found lookina hungry..
Meanwhile, at the main offices of
'even the bravest among them. in a chilled gelatin mold filled
SAGGING FOODS, the lovely
Shuffling his way along, amongst with raspberry jello.”
“ That settles it then,” co n clu H Jadey Queen and her boss, Don
the sprinkling of nubile young
ladies, was Billy Benign, who, ded Billy, “ no one else, save the Hydrox, were pacing the floors,
5 unknown to many, became Won- Masked Immoral, could be so bru wondering where their next cook
would come from.
Tier Wesleyan, when the need was tal.”
“I just can’t figure it,” lamen
The masked Immoral, it is
felt.
“Wow!” exclaimed the super worthy of note, was a former ted the scintillating Jadey, “Puella
Billy, “I sure hope the Barbequed religion major, who broke out in was our best cook, not to men
"'Tuna Loaf Casserole holds out un hives whenever he ate “ Shepherd’s tion the best maker of Shepherd’s
Delite;” a’ regular on the SAG
Delite we ever had.’H
til I get there.”
“ Yes,” said thé effervescent
Wistfully, Billy inhaled the GING menu. This would not
mouth watering odor which ema seem irregular to those of us who Hydrox, as he nonchalantly sam
nated from the kitchens of SAG have had Shepherd’s Delite, but pled tomorrow’s Fettucini Alfredo’
GING Food Service, the local alas, it did strange things to the (Chicken Soup).
poor old ’Ml' fas his rnends cal
“ I don’t know how long the
^ te re rs.
led
him). One day, while deli Ham and Egger can supply us
Bruce Brilliant, ace milk-runner
^for SAGGING FOODS, and well- vering a sermon in Homoletics with cooks. They’re already de
known magnet to young fillies, 102, the poor brute exploded and manding Combat Pay.”
Up in his office, the Dean of
spotted Billy, and sauntered ac ate his official 1972 church man
Immediately upon doing Students, Cute Bradley, sat with
ross the cafeteria, careful not to ual.
look in the direction of the cute . this, the poor guy sprouted hair his head buried in the pounds
J freshman girls, who were making all over, grew fangs, and began of paperwork which perinially
it a point not to stare at Bruce foaming at the mouth. Evidently, pervade the premises, producing
manuals are not to be fooled with. pathetic paroxysms. The Dean
brilliant.,
His friends tried their best to
was at the end of his rope, so to
Bruce was one of the few who
»knew Billy’s true identity,having pretend there was nothing unusual speak, on this matter of stopping
seen the Wonder Wesleyan costume about him, but alas, the fact the dreaded Masked Immoral.
All of Olivier College was upset
hanging in Billy Benign’s room that he began smelling not unlike
a Chicago Garbage Barge finally - over this infringement on their
high up in Chaplips Hall.
drove them away.' Also, it didn’t security. Even Bruce Pranks, the
, “I suppose you heard .about
help them to know that he had beloved President of the beloved
last night,” ventured Bruce.
been raiding the Biology Depart Student Body, issued a proclaima“Yeah,” Billy replied, “ the
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tion which went so far as to term
the Masked Immoral as a “Bad
Sport.”
Not that any of this mattered to
the Masked Immoral, who was,
even at this moment, preparing
■for another strike at the heart of
Olivier College, which was its sto
mach (not bad logic for a slob
like the Masked Immoral). Hiding
in his lair which was also in
Chaplips Hall, MI figured he wasnot such a bad guy. So what if
he had ran out of Arrid last
year,
and made prank phone
calls to the Chapel office, where
Mrs. Merle the Cruiser worked?
At least he was an honest slob,
which was better than being a
neat hypocrite.
Finally evening came, and the
tension mounted throughout the
campus. Somehow, it was taken
for granted that the Masked Im
moral would strike tonite. No
couples wrestled in the passion
pit of Willpower Hall. All eyes
were glued to Goodfig Center,
where the pleasing smell of pissa
drifted from the kitchen, where
Pazzie, the night-cook was per
forming her culinary tasks.
Billy Benign was there also, dis
guised as a Goodfig Center Host.
On through the night he sat
T hen.. . a phone call!
“Goodfig Center, may I help
you?” offered Billy.
“YES! Wonder Wesleyan. You
don’t fool me for a second, ha-ha!
I’m going to get you tonite, you
Maladjusted Methodist! Prepare
to meet your doom!”
Only one person could be that
maladroit, thought Billy. It must

35th
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be (shudder) the Masked Immoral.
Losing no time, Billy changed
into his role as Wonder Wesleyan,
and taking in hand his trusty
1952 church manual, dashed off
to do battle with the Masked Im
moral.
Sure enough! Razzie was hold
ing the malicious madman at Day
with a loaf o f week old French
garlic bread.
“Just in time,” thought Won
der Wesleyan, as he pulled out
his manual and charged the Masked
Immoral.
“ Not so fast!” screamed the
MI as Wonder Wesleyan closed in.
“Take this!” said the Masked
Immoral, blowing cigarette smoke .
in the face of the great one.
“How do you like that, you Puny
Protestant?”
“Kaff-kaff,” returned the Astute
Armenian. “Dare you think you
can stop me with mere cigarette
smoke, you Bellicose Branflake?
Think Again!
“Well, try this, you Reeking Re
former!” countered MI as he
flung a heretofore unseen mug
of beer into the face of our hero.
Temporarily fazed, Wonder
Wesleyan fell to the floor. Was
this the end of the fearless fun
damentalist fighter? The masked
Immoral followed W.W. to the
floor, and thrust our hero’s head
into a boiling vat of Boston Baked |
Beans.
“This is a real drag,” thought
Wonder Wesleyan as he tasted the
tangy, but rather warm beans.
Summoning up all his strength,
the Devout Devotionalist exploded
- from out of the beans.
“Masked Immoral! You force
me to call you a cad, and tempora
rily lose my sanctification! And
with this, Wonder Wesleyan sprang
upon the Garrulous Carbage Heap,

YW

SMORGASBORD
Noon Luncheons 11—2
Evening Buffet 5—8
ROUTE 50 SOUTH
AT INTERSTATE 57
Kankakee, Illinois

For Insurance
With Service
Call us.
939-7163
ENDS

T

INSURANCE

O

M@BTT€M
■
121 S. Main
Bourbonnais
Across from ONC campus

«

HD
m u

SERVICES
'Fdk

m
hair
unlimited
Specializing in Men and women’s
Hair styling

858 WEST BROADWAY
BRADLEY, ILLINOIS
Teleohone: 932-1333

318 S. MAIN AVENUE
BOURBONNAIS, ILLINOIS 60914

y o u r / independent ]
, InsuranceM a g e n t ,
S E R V E S Y O U F IR S T
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JUST ME
I am no poet great of fame,
So few have ever heard my name.
Yet all the love within me flies
To gather close at my true love’s side.

li

S u p p lem en t

I am no beauty adored by men
Few see my face, and just glances then,
Yet grows within me by leaps and bounds
The rosebud whispers and the seagull sound.

humanities

I have no great adventures to tell
I never threw coins in a whishing well
But my hope is that my love may see
The love that daily grows within me.
Kathleen Mullikin

Before

I

study...

Before I try to study tonight, I have to release these strange
feelings inside me.
This void in my life is so hard to fill. I thought it would be easy, but I was
only kidding myself. I try to fill my life with happy faces and crowds of people, just
to escape the lonliness I feel.
What should I do? The Lord will provide. Let me believe that! O, please, let
me believe that!
A Student

The Mockery of the Mocked
Jailed, laughing at turtles,
Turtles jailed me.
I laughed because1
their shells were painted.
Very pretty turtles,
Painted like the sea,
All blue and black like a house
Unworthy of the dead.
*

I was alright in mellow without turtles,
But turtles surrounded me
And laughed because
I had no painted head.
You turtles, jailed turtles,
And I laugh at me,
Laugh only to house
My fears for you dead.
T. Laymon

I ’m

s o r r y ....

I can’t be beautiful
For you.
It seeiriS that sometimes
Those who love
A nd appreciate beauty m ost
Are those it has not touched
It touches m e only inside,
A nd I can only o ffer yo u
A wealth o f poetry, and music, and color,
A nd love
That resides in m y soul.
I want to be beautiful.
For you, I want to be.
Close yo u r eyes,
A nd listen fo r beauty.
Cheryl Christmas

••
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W ar
The
the

Legend
of
Dogwood

That little tree was big once, they say,
Tall as an oak, and as strong.
But they used it to make a cross one day
To do something they knew was wrong.
They took two beams from that giant tree,
and they hung God’s Son up there.
They tell me the branches began to weep;
It was more than the tree could bear.
For a moment the Lord pub his suffering aside
To comfort the innocent tree.
“Your heart is tender,” God’s Son softly cried,
■ “And so shall your branches be.”

The residual images of.
The maggot filled eye sockets o f an enem y’s
corpse rotting in the afternoon sun.
Your friend’s piteous attem pt to p u t his
Glasses on a face no longer there.
The starving civilian.
The nine-year-old pimp; the fourteen-yearOld whore.
The faces o f three children you shot
to death the night before.
A dying twenty-year-old marine screaming
fo r his mother in stark terror.
The rape o f a peasant girl.
The i indescriblet stench o f dura matter, bile,
spinal and pancreatic flu id —along with the
creamy, streaming, crimson blood o f a mangled
torso.
I t ’s
Flys,
Disease and
The deification o f the reptilian man.

» ‘Your trunk will be small and your branches weak,
No longer a cross you’ll be
Because not your branches but heart you break—
Because you wept for me.”
“Your limbs will flower instead of men bear,
And this will be the design:
Two petals long, two short will blossom there
In the shape of a cross like mine.”
“Upon each petal a drop of my blood
Mingles with the rust of nails,
Reminding all of the scarlet flood
The leans when a mortal man fails.”
“An in the center my crown of thorns
Proclaims my suffering to the earth.”
And so, because of a tree that mourns,
A flower blooms in the world’s rebirth.
I happened a long time ago, I heard,
But the small tree blossoms still
Because the Lord uttered a comforting word
To a tree that wept to kill.
,
Cheryl Christmas

Sonnet
Why does the earth awake as i f from sleep?
Why does the sun begin its age-old climb? ,
When now they have no promises to keep
As in another world, another time.
How can the grass push forth its tender blades
While infant buds are form ing on the trees?
They surely know m y heart has drown its shades
A nd closed its door against the gentle breeze*
The rising sun glares harshly in m y eyes,
•Red-rimmed from tears and sleepless nights o f grief.
Bewildered by the pink-streaked, cloudless skies,
1 stumble on in wondering disbelief.
In silent pain I ask the April dawn
How can there be a Spring now that yo u ’re gone?
Mona Peck

S ometimes...
Sometimes,
in the hustle-bultle of life,
trouble comes.
And, because I am human,
problems often seem too big
or too difficult for me to bear.
And I question
whether He really cares. . .
Then, as always, when I question,
He stops me
»
and show me Himself, in His creations;
His shining face, in the sun,
His outstretched arms,
in the unfolding branches of trees,
His compassion, in the eyes of a Mother.
Then He tells me again of His great Love,
when He sent me His only Son, And, as I see again the pain and sorrow He felt,
watching them crucify Christ.
I wonder how I dare to cry out
because of my infinitely small troubles
Then, I am humbled
and I rest in His strong arms,
as He holds me up and points out the way
His way.
Kathy Wilkerson
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Candidate
f or Aur or a

PEA N U TS

by Charles M. Schulz

PFAXUTS

J jjtc u i,

(TRUFFLES'?, IT'S A GIRL'S NAME, CHARLIE
BROWN...I MET THE NEATEST
LITTLE SIRL LA5T WEEK'

PEA N U TS

behold,you are beautiful,
my love.
Your hair is like a flock
o f goats moving down
the slopes o f Gilead.

1

PEA N U TS

I PONT WANT YOU TO 60
WITH ME, BlTT WITHOUT YOU
I KNOW I'D SET LOST .'NOW,
WHAT IS YOUR REACTION
TO MY PROBLEM ?

I HAVE AN
EMBARRAS5IN6
'AND HUMILIATING
PROBLEM.

Aurora — Editor-in-chief qualifica
tions.
Rose Bitzer: Running unopposed.
Two high school years experience:
One as staff member
One as copy editor
Two years College experience:
One as co-editor of Faculty
section
One as editor of Faculty
One year co-editor of church pub
lication.
GPA: 3.98
Teaching major in Romance Lan
guages, double minor — History
an (E English.,_____

NOTE FROM
THE DEAN

/O ^
'S
THIS
1PEAR UNUS.J'MSOKRYYOO VOU WENT 10 SEE T R U FFLES,. Hov c h ea t / Y
NEIGHBORHOOD
COULDN'T HAVE BEEN WITH US AND YOU DIDN'T T A K E ME1
.!
TODAY...SNOOPYAND I HAD A OH,YOU VMLi-CmseR'.l! v ö m i i ö R i 6ETS NOISIER
EVERY DAY!
nice Picnic down by the old
H oySH EAK !
BARN...LOVE, TRUFFLES!»

PEA N U TS

M

1
■ 1 \I

Learning Resources Center Progresses

Dr. Willis E. Snowbarger wishes
to express a sincere thank you to
the students, faculty, and staff of
the campus for their cooperation
during a~veiy successful NÜA visit
last week. Everyone’s help and
cooperation was appreciated tre
mendously in helping him prepare
for the visit
The final outcome of tiiè visit
will not be known until July.
However, Dr. Snowbarger believes
everyone did quite well and he is
very optimistic on the outcome
of the NCA visit.
continued from page 7
--------and tossed him into a runntng
garbage disposal.
Screams emmantaed from' the
drain as the hungry machine made
mince-meat out
of thé latest
trash.
Then, a haunting voice echoed
from within the plumbing.
“You’ve won for now. Won-

w
The scheduled move into the
new Hugh C. Benner Library and
Learning Resources Center has
been postponed until just after
commencement time, toward th e’
end of May, informs Mr..Allan
Wiens, library director.
Christmas break had been the or
iginal target date for the move, but
that was delayed by the late
arrival of construction materials
Spring break then became the goal
for die move into two of the
floors in the new addition, but
again tardy materials forced a
der Wesleyan! But, 111 be back!”
Billy could not help but shud
der.
But, another victory had
been won at Olivier College.
Quickly donning his street clothes,
Billy was soon back at the desk.
Yes, there would be other
times, but Wonder Wesleyan
would stand firm.

reschedulement of that move.
However, instead of immediately
moving into only two floors of the
new structure,
as
originally
planned, all four floors will hope
fully be occupied at one time this
May.
The major cause of the delays
has been the shortages in roofing
materials and in certain parts for
the window frames. The bulk of
the ¿ass shipment is also overdue.
When the new addition becomes
operational, the existing Memorial
Libraiy will be remodeled.
The building project has been
financed by a $500,000 federal

aront
Çf» finn grant from the
grant, «a klO
$250,000
Kresge
Foundation JB$2S0,000
from a fund drive in the Kankakee
area, and $1 million from Nazarene
churches on the denomination’s
Central Educational Zone.
The new structure will expand
the present book capacity of about
75.000 volumes to about 175,000
or 180,000 volumes. In addition,
there will be housing for up to
250.000 volumes on microfilm.
Dedication for the enlarging and
revamping of the existing structure
is scheduled for sometime this
fall.

For all your athletic needs
Come visit the all new

JB
SPO R TS
LTD,
PRESTON’S SPORTING
GOODS
360 East Court
KKK, Illinois
933-4214

MARTIN'S PIASTER CREATIONS
COME SE E & SAVE
Selection of plaques, figurines, and lamps for
decorating and gifts
M u N. & F R I. 9 TO 9
429 S, MAIN B O U R BO N N A IS

College Church

IN T H E -V IL L A G E 'S Q U A R E

9:45 Sunday School

ROME'S

10:50 Worship
REV. BILL DRAPER

m%

6:00 EVENING SERVICE

T O M

® K IC

«

a m
m
ìf a w
7 Ï Ô Ô ’ " Î T ’s ” c Ô O L

BARBER-STYLIST
396 SOUTH KENNEDY

I

T tìE S ., W ED ., T H U R S ., SA T.,
9 TO 5

_______

HARDEE’S
#\T©HI!M\¥

BRADLEY, ILLINOIS
-H O U R STuesday thru Friday
8 :3 0 - 5 :3 0
Satu rday
8 -4

IN T H E F U R N A C E
by the Children’s Choir
Junior J azz Musical

tudeamt wtc

Shopj>t

H A IT T g

M

f am AmerIcaro

" S T Y L IN G F O R S T U D E N T S "

I

Phone: 9394344- H

AT 4 4 8

SO U TH
M A IN
BOURDONNAI S
., ,

‘.Hurry on down to Hardee’s

*;

Conservation Jobs Planned
by Ken Hampton

, On Friday, April 25, people
concerned about the future of the
Bald Eagle in Illinois will go for a
walk! They’ll be seeking dona
tions for the purchase of an eagle
Refuge in the bottomlands of die
Mississippi River Valley in Illinois.
¡Nearly 800 eagles now spend the
winter in this area!
j The state-proclaimed “Walk for
the Eagles” will be the culmin
ation of “Bald Eagle Apprecia
tion Week” (April 21-27) as pro
claimed by Governor Dan Walker
^on January 30, 1975. The Gov
ernor called for “A Statewide
Walk to assist in raising funds to
preserve these important lands for
'Wthe Bald Eagle.” He also urged
fschool groups, other associations
fend all Illinoisans to participate Ro insure the future of our national
Third.” This proclamation formalfized months of planning. The
Illinois Audubon Society has been
designated as sponsor of this proI gram and the Illinois Chapter of
r Ithe Nature Conservancy will assist
I Allocating and purchasing the nech essary lands. Since this will involve
Illinoisans, it is quite important
■irAthat the land be purchased in
Illinois and not in another state.
The Illinois Nature Conservancy
Ras indicated an immediate need
g |r at least 600 acres along the
Mississippi River in one location
and can supply information for
Ether areas if necessary, initial
* # h s t . of this
land approaches
*"1 $250,000 - an impossible sum
yjfor any one person, school or
organization, but quite possible
through collective efforts.
The Illinois Audubon Society
will accept or collect the pledges
and contributions; once collected,
the money will be given to the
Nature Conservancy strictly for
the purpose of purchasing the
needed Bald Eagle habitat. There
are no side expenses such as

Federal officials recently an
nounced that around 8,500 youths
of both sexes, ages 15 through 18,
will get eight-week summer jobs
starting in mid-June working on
conservation projects under the
1975 Youth Conservation Corps
(YCC) program. • The youths
working out of YCC camps located
on federal, state, and territorial
lands across the country will be
paid $12 per day, this amount
adjusted when food and quarters
are provided
Young people from the 50 states,
District of Columbia, American
Samoa, Guam, Puerto Rico, Vir
gin Islands, and Trust Territories
are eligible if they meet the age
requirements, have no history of
serious criminal
or anit-social
behavior, have a social security
number, and possess work permits
in states where these are required.
The program is financed by
$10 million in federal funds, $3
million of which goes to states as
matching grants to conduct YCC

lonasalary, trav9, etc^m cT all Jc
tions are tax deductible.
The “Official Walk” being con
ducted as a result’of the Gover
nors’ Proclamation will consist of
only a few invited participants
from throughout the state; they
will walk along a 15-mile marked
course in the Springfield area on
Friday, April 25. Four students
will be invited to participate in
the walk according to the follow
ing procedure:
The male student and female
student submitting the largest sum
each of collected money to the
Illinois Audubon Society by April
15, 1975; and the male student
and female student whose total
accumulated money represents the
greatest number of individual
contributions from donors giving
$10 or more to the Illinois Audu
bon Society by April 15, 1975.
In order to qualify, the student
must be enrolled in a college or
university and must be able to
çome to Springfield for the walk.
The walk is conducted in this
manner to reduce organization and
participation problems. It would
be impossible for us to organize
and conduct a walk in every town,
city, county, etc.; therefore, the
one main walk is limited to the
few persons invited to represent
the larger state groups or organ
izations. We ask that you assist
with this conservation program so
that appropriate recognition can
be made. It is requested that all
pledges or contributions be sub
mitted before April 25 to:
BALD EAGLE
Illinois Audubon Society
P.O. Box 520
Naperville, Illinois 60540
. Please remember, the Illinois
Audubon Society is the only Illi
nois organization collecting money
for purchase of Bald Eagle habitat
in Illinois at present.

"Defense

Dialogue’ ’

ILLINOIS - Charles Tamminga,
projects on non-federal lands and
Chief, Programs Services, Depart
waters. The federal camps will be
located on lands managed by the ment of Conservation, Springfield,
U.S. Forest Service, Bureau of Illinois 62706.
Indian Affairs, Bureau of Land INDIANA — Joe Wright, Depart
Managment Bureau of Reclam ment of Public Instruction, Divi
ation, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser sion of Curriculum, 120 W. Market
vice, or National Park Service. Street, 10th Floor, Indianapolis,
Corns tasks, as in previous years, Indiana 46204.
will include improving wildlife IOWA — Jim Frates, Desota Wild
campsites and recreation areas, life Refuge, RR 1, Box 114,
clearing trails, planting trees, and Missou ri Valley, Iowa 51555.
other projects designed to enhance MAINE - Larry Edwards, Project
environmental quality. Such im Director, Office of Economic Op
provements largely offset the costs portunity, State Office Building,
Augusta, Maine 04330.
of the program.
Applications may be obtained MICHIGAN - Robert Shaeffer,
from the state recruiting agent Federal Aid Coordinator, Depart
identified below or by writing the ment of Natural Resources, Stevens
U.S. Youth Conservation Corps, , T. Mason Building, Lansing, MichP.O. Box 2965, Washington, D.C. . igan 48926.
,20013. Government officials stress OHIO — Dan Atzenhoefer, Chief
that youths should file applications Manpower, Department of Natural
Fountain
Square,
promptly. Since it began in 1971 Resources,
as a pilot effort, the popular YCC Building D, Columbus, Ohio
program has had far more appli 43224.
cants each spring than could be WISCONSIN - Ray Hendricks,
accommodatedJT Each state sets Department of Natural Resources,
its own applications deadlines and P.O. Box 450, Madison, Wisconsin
in some states this is early March. 53701.

G o v e r n o r ’ s Action
Localized
The Governor’s Action Office
announces the opening of an out
post in Kankakee. The Governor’s
Action Office is available as a
referral and information center for
the citizens of this area. The
Office attempts to bring state
services closer to the citizens of
this area.' Citizens are provided
with a mechanism for solving their
individual problems.
The outpost will be located at
489 North Harrison Avenue, Kan
kakee, 111. (Northside Community
Center) and will be open every
Friday from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30
p.m. starting April 4th. The phone
number there is 932-1227.
Citizens of the area are welcome

Da t e

Set

•V

The Chicago Chapter of the
American Defense Preparedness
Association (ADPA) is sponsoring
a “Defense Dialogue” Seminar for
citizens of the greater Chicago area
on May 1, 1975. The speakers at
>r i this seminar are policymakinglevel executives from the Depart
ment £>f Defense (DOD).
The objective of this seminar is
to provide a forum in which ef
fective defense dialogue can be
established between these DOD
officials and the citizens of the
Chicago area.
The seminar theme is “answers
to your questions.” Each of the,
speakers will answer questions
¡after his respective talk (20 min
utes), and in a panel format at
the end of the presentations. DOD
and the Chicago Chapter, ADPA,
want this to be a true exchangestraight answers to direct ques
tions.
The normal ADPA audience is'
made up of members of the indus
trial community who have an
interest in the affairs of DOD.
In other words^ almost always a
conciliatory audience. While this
audience will not be neglected, it
is not the prime target for invita
tions to this Defense Dialogue
Seminar. Special steps, ar^ bping
;taken to ensure that a representa

tive cross section of Chicago citi
zens will be in attendance. This
includes religious and civic leaders;
labor group and independent pro
fessionals; welfare workers; uni
versity, college, and public school
educators and students; industrial
ists (other than ADPA mem bers)!
local, county and state govern
ment; civil: rights leaders; home
makers; and members of the news
media.
It is expected that an audience
of 250 will find this to be an
interesting and informative sem
inar. There is no admission charge
and free parking is available for
attendees. The seminar will be
presented at the IIT Research'
Institute, 35th and State Streets,
Chicago, Illinois 60616.

Until I heard the doctor tell
“There’s danger in a kiss,”
I had considered kissing you
The closest thing to bliss.
But now I know biology,
And sit and sigh and moan;
Six million mad bacteria—
I thought we were alone!
—Peggy Cleveringa
" ONG1Staff member

Those who wish to attend should
contact members of the GLIMMERGLASS staff that are making
plans to be present at the dialogue.
There are eight applications for
invitation left..

to visit or call the representative
with their questions. Some of the
types of problems the office
handles are social security, public
aid, unemployment compensation,
veterans assistance,
and food
stamps.
The Governor s Action Ottice
working with other agencies can
improve the delivery of services
and is equipped to solve both
simple and complex problems, and
to cut through bureaucratic red
tape quickly. The Office is also
responsible for keeping abreast of
new programs, so that community
organizations and individuals can
be informed. In addition to serv
ing individuals, the Governor’s
Action Office attempts to esta
blish relationships with commun
ity organizations.
The main office serving this area
is located at 6002 South Pulaski
Chicago, 111. 60629. The phone
there is 312-284-8700 and it is
open Monday Through Friday
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
For further information contact:
Kevin Peters
Governor’s Action Office
Phone —312-284-8700

H u c M o rs
8ale e t nd

Olivet Nazarene College educa
tors have been selected as Out
standing Educators of America
for 1975. Nominated by their
respective schools earlier this year,
they were selected for this honor
on the basis of their civic and
professional achievements.
Each year those chosen as out
standing educators are featured in
a national awards volume, OUT- 3
STANDING EDUCATORS OF
AMERICA, which is published
under the auspices of Fuller &
Dees, Inc.
Nominations for the program
are made by officials of colleges
and universities including presi
dents, deans
and department
chairmen.
These men and women, by their
actions, mold the course of his
tory. These educators are perpe
tually aware of the loyalties which
bear in their profession and are
diligent in their allegience to them.
Guidelines for selection include
an educator’s talents in the class
room contributions to research,
administrative abilities, civic ser
vice and professional recognition.
The Outstanding Educators are:
Dr. Franklyn Wise
Acting Chairman of Psychology
day.
Seminars are planned for Los Department
Dr. Forest T. Benner
Angeles,-New York, Atlanta, Chi Chairman of Theology Department
cago and Washington, D.C. They Dr. William Ward Dean
will be held during the months of Assistant Professor o f Religion
June and August, 1975.
Dr. Harlow E. Hopkins
There will be a maximum of Chairman of Division o f Fine Arts
forty students in each LSPS sec Dr. Clarence Edward Grothaus
tion, with law school professors, Acting Chairman of Division or
practicing attorneys and current Natural Sciences
law school students contributing Dr. Joseph F. Nielson
to the instruction of each student. Chairman of Sociology Depart
Tuition for the program is $600. ment
including the extensive materials Prof. Naomi Ruth Larsen
necessary to complete the seminar. Chairman of Piano Department
Housing accommodations can be Dr. James Ottis Sayes
arranged through LSPS if necess Chairman of Division of Religion
ary.
and Philosophy
To receive your application Dr. Harrv F. Fulton
form, write the program at 1129 Assistant Professor Science Educa
Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite tion and Biological Sciences
462, Washington, D.C. 20036 or
’call the programmât ‘(202):833'3883.------------------------ -----------

Preparing For
So, you are going to law
school. The Law School Prepara
tory Seminar can increase your
chances for staying there and being
graduated.
Historically, only one law stu
dent out of every three entering
freshmen have been graduated.
The other two have left because
of the intense pressure, low grades,
or their inability to successfully
cope with the special nature of
legal ‘studies
The Law School Preparatory
Seminary is designed to optimize
the performance of each law stu
dent who has already been ac
cepted to law school. Five hours
of each day will be devoted to the
classroom. Exposure to the tools
- of law libraries# and luncheon
discussions with the local memjbe rs o f the. bar, will complete the

Out s t a ndi ng

Law?

m
Bsp
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Baseball Team 7*4*]
by John C. Alexander
The ONC baseballers have re
turned to campus from the sunny,
skies of Boca Raton, Florida,
where the team participated in the
Seventh Annual King’s College
Tournament. The Florida weather
was fine, but the Tigers’ luck ran
cold as they finished in fourth
place with a 4-3-1 record.
This year the tournament was
expanded from eight to ten teams,
and the Tigers found some tough
competition. The tournament
field included
Nyack College,
King’s College, Anderson College,
Tennessee Temple, Marion College,
John Brown University, Eastern
Nazarene College, Grand Rapids
Baptist College and Greenville
College.
Tournament highlights for Olivet
included freshman pitcher Nate
Ward picking up his first two
career wins. “Dandy” Dan Fowler
struck out nine, gave up five hits,
and didn’t allow an earned ran as
Olivet fought John Brown Univer
sity to a 3-3 tie. John Brown
went on to win the tournament
with a 7-0-1 record. Hitting stars ,
for the Tigers were Ralph Hodge
(.385), Rick Pippin (.375), and
Gary Ingle (.375).
Coach Larry Watson, fresh
from a highly successful wrestling
seasonPwas encouraged and en
thused by his team’s performance.
Watson feels that the hometown
fans are in for a lot of excitement
as the Tigers return to Illinois
diamonds.
Watson’s prediction came true
Saturday as the Tigers opened
their northern campaign with a
sweep of a doubleheadtr agamst
Trinity College at Olivet’s field.

The fans had plenty to cheer about
in the first inning o f the first game
as Olivet sent fifteen men to the
plate and scored eleven runs on
their way to a 16-2 route. Kevin
Johnson did the mound work in
earning his first victory of th e '
season, and Jim Esary and John
Alexander each collected two hits. The second game provided even
more excitement as Trinity pushed
across a ran in the second inning
to take a 1-0 lead. In the fourth,
Ralph Hodge scored from third
base on a wild pitch to tie the
game at 1-1. The Tigers won it in
the seventh as Gary Smith scored
on a perfectly executed squeeze
bunt by Tom Hahs. Nate Ward
picked up the win, giving him an
unblemished 3-0 record.
The Tigers lost a 6-5 heartbreaker to St. Xavier C liege Monday.
Dan Fowler was he hard-luck
pitcher as his record "ell to 1-1-1.
The Cougars took an early lead
in the fourth.
A double by
Ralph Hodge and a triple by
Gary Ingle keyed the uprising.
The Tigers added another ran in
the fifth, but Fowler watched his
lead crumble as Olivet’s defense
committed two errors. Fowler
pitched the distance and gave up
eight hits while hurling himself
out of some tight situations.
The Tigers are at home Wednes
day as they take their 6-4-1 record
against St. Francis of Joliet in a
1:00 doubleheader
<Y/
//j

T E N N IS -1* Women's
April

May

Sat. North Park
Tue. Joliet Jr. College
Sat. Greenville
Wed. Dupage
1 Thurs Robany
3 Sun Chicago St.
6 Tues Un. Chicago

19
22
26
30

8
10

Thurs Concordia
Sat.
Au rora
15 Thurs Wheaton

10:00
3:30
1:00
4 :0 0
4 :0 0
11:00
4 :0 0
4 :0 0
11:00
3 :3 0

Netters J L o o k To Best
Season
by Terry Mackay
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The Men’s Varsity Tennis team starts this new season with more
depth than ever before and hopes of having the best record in its his
tory.
The schedule sports a completely new look this year with very few
teams returning from last year’s schedule. This is largely due to Olivet’s
independant status, no longer competing with the Prairie College
Conference schools. For tennis enthusiasts, 9 of the 11 dual matches
are at home. This would be a great year to show support fo r the Tennis
team.
The Olivet team has six returning lettermen, one transfer student,
'S e ifig ... S 0
and three freshmen. The returning lettermen include: Dan Rexroth,
a sophomore, one of the prime contenders for the top position, and one
of the hardest servers and volleyers on the team; Steve Shaffer, a soph
omore, last year’s MVP, a quick hustler and smart volleyer; Tom Dun
away, a senior in only his second year of college competition, boasting
excellent form and shot placement; Ken Holstein, a senior, beginning
■Ja
to come into his own in only his third year of tennis, a real hustler and
morale leader for the team; Randy Hodges, a sophomore, showing a lot
of desire and hustle, and learning to be more aggressive and confident;
and John Jewell, a hold-over from the conference champs o f two years
ago, back after sitting out a year of school, with the ability and deter
mination to püsh the positions in front of him, once back in condition.
New members of'this year’s team include, Dennis Brown, a junior
transfer student from Thornton Community College who as a soph
omore in high school won the Chicago City Singles Crown — another
contender for top position; Steve Harris, a freshman out for tennis after
Former Olivet four year
letterman. Coach Terry Mac- the long and successful basketball season, MVP on his high school team
the ability and form to come into his own with the experience
kay, looks forward to success- with
he’ll receive; Dick Oddo, a freshman who played the top. spot for his
full tennis season.
high school team and was their captain for two years, and who boasts
some o f the most devastating ground strokes on the team; and Mark
Hubbard, a freshman with three years of varsity high school experience
and an entrant in the Michigan State doubles tournament last year
bowing out to the eventual finalists.
Overall, the team looks very good with depth and experience thenr
strong points. Again, the prospects are excellent this year and student
support will help the team along.
by Mike Barnett
The schedule is as follows:
Finally, it looks like we are going
to have a fine spring and along DAY
DATE
OPPONENTS
PLACE
TIME
with it the ONC “linkmen” are Thur
Apr 10
Trinity Christian
H
3:00
looking even better.
Sat
Apr 12
Rockford
H
11:00
Early this week the golf team Tues
Apr 15
Lewis
H
3:00
defeated their season opener op Thur
Apr 17
KCC
H
3:00
ponent Aurora College o f Aurora, Sat
Apr 19
Aurora
H
11:00
Dlinois, at Aurora.
Tues
Apr 22
Trinity Christian
T
3:00
Then, they defeated Illinois Thur
Apr 24
Trinity
H
3:00
Benedictine College of Lisle, Illi Sat
Apr 26
Rockford Invitational Tournament
nois. Benedictine is said to be of Tues
Apr 29
HT
H
3:00
the better rated teams which ONC Mon
Apr 28
Dl. Benedictine
H
3:00
is to meet this season.
Wed
Apr 30
Concordia
H
3:00
In both matches, captain and Fri-Sat
May 2-3
NIIC Conf. Meet at Trinity
letterman Steve Williamson was Tues
May 6
Lewis
T
3:00
the Medalist winner, turning in Fri-Sat
May 9-10
District 20 NAIA Meet at Trinity
fine scores of 77 and 75. Dennis
Banks, Olivet’s only other return
ing letterman, came up with fine
scores of 80 and 77.
O L IV E T N A Z A R E N E C O L L E G E
Last year the team finished with
1975 Women's Softball Schedule
a fine overall record of 10-2. This
year head Coach C.W. Ward and
A P R IL 17—Chicago State, home, 4 :3 0 p.m.
captain Steve Williamson look for
21—DuPage, away, 4 :3 0 p.m.
another fine season.
2 4 —University of Chicago, home, 4
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Eighth O.N.C .
Golf Season
Begins

N

1975 G O L F TEAM R O S T E R
Steve Williamson
Denny Banks
Rick Watkins
Keith Rice
Byron Rector
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29—North Central, home, 4 p.m.
M AY1—U ICC, away, 4 p.m.
5— George Williams, home, 4 p.m.
6 — Northwestern, home, 4 :3 0 p.m.
13—Mundelein, away, 4 :3 0 p.m.
15—Concordial, away, 4 p.m.
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Tony Ends, E D IT O R
Jeff Grosvenor, M AN AGIN G E D IT O R
Cindy Yencso, B U SIN ESS M A N A G ER
Sheila Reed, C IR C U LA T IO N
Dayvn Campbell Debi Nyberg T Y P IS T S
Kay Baker, SP O R T S E D IT O R
Jock Smith, Dave Rose, HUMOR
Mona Peck, H U M A N IT IES
Randy Mashourn, P H ILO SO PH Y
Melodie Stier, L A Y O U T E D IT O R
W R IT E R S :
Lee Allen
Bruce Brian
John Erickson
Rebecca Lehnert
Donna Link
Debi Nyberg
T E C H N IC A L :
Tim Andress
Mike Barnett

CindV Lee
Habeeb Habeeb
Rusty Miller
Tammy Sarver
Bob MacMillan
Evan Dowling
Donna Johnson
Mark Sarver
Nina Taylor
Don Swafford
Ruth Sharp

SP O R TS:
Eileen Adams
Bruce Brian
Habeeb ha>eeb Habeeb
Dave Polk
G R A M M A T IC A L :
Ben Acton
P H O T O G R A P H ER S
Steve Burchfield
Jerry Croucher
Dave McMahon
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